Introduction
The Jacobsthal sequence is the sequence of integers Jn de ned by initial values J = , J = and the recurrence relation J n+ = Jn + J n− for n > .
In [5] , Deveci de ned the Jacobsthal-Padovan p-sequence as follows:
JPap (n + p + ) = JPap (n + p) + JPap (n)
for n > , where p ≥ and JPap ( ) = · · · = JPap (p) = , JPap (p + ) = and JPap (p + ) = .
It is clear that JPa ( n + ) = Jn when p = .
Reducing the Jacobsthal-Padovan p-sequence {JPap (n)} by a modulus m, the following recurrence sequence is obtained 
It is important to note that the sequence JPa m p (n) has the same recurrence relation as the Jacobsthal-Padovan p-sequence [5] .
It is well-known that a sequence is periodic if, after a certain point, it consists only of repetitions of a xed subsequence. The number of elements in the shortest repeating subsequence is called the period of the sequence. For more information on the Fox groups see [2, 3] . The linear recurrence sequences in groups was rstly studied by Wall [12] who calculated the periods of the Fibonacci sequences in cyclic groups. As a natural generalization of the problem, Wilcox [13] investigated the Fibonacci lenghts on Abelian groups. Recently, many authors have studied some special linear recurrence sequences in groups; see for example, [1, 4, [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . In this paper, we extend the Jacobsthal-Padovan p-sequence to groups and then we de ne the Jacobsthal-Padovan p-orbit of a group. Firstly, we examine the Jacobsthal-Padovan p-orbits of the nite groups. Further, we obtain the lengths of the periods of the Jacobsthal-padovan p-orbits of the Fox groups G ,l for every l ≥ as applications of the results obtained.
The Jacobsthal-Padovan p-Orbits
Now we rede ne the Jacobsthal-Padovan p-sequence by means of the elements of the groups.
Let G be a nite p-generator group and let X be the subset of 
Theorem 2.1. A Jacobsthal-Padovan p-orbit of a nite group G is a periodic sequence of group elements.
Proof. Let n be the order of the group G. Since there exist n p+ distinct (p + )-tuples of elements of G, at least one of the (p + )-tuples appears twice in a Jacobsthal-Padovan p-orbit (J − Pa) p (G; x , x , . . . , xp) . Thus, the subsequence following this (p + )-tuples repeats. Because of the repeating, Jacobsthal-Padovan p-orbit of the group G is periodic.
We denote the period of the Jacobsthal-Padovan p-
and we call the Jacobsthal-Padovan p-length of the group G with respect to generating p-tuple (x , x , . . . , xp). From the de nition it is clear that the Jacobsthal-Padovan p-length of a nite group depend on the chosen generating set and the order in which the assignments of x , x , . . . , xp are made.
The Jacobsthal-Padovan p-Lengths of The Fox Groups G ,l
Now we examine the behaviour of the Jacobsthal-Padovan p-length of the Fox groups G ,l for every l ≥ .
Proof. We prove this direct calculation. The Jacobsthal-Padovan 2-orbit of the Fox groups G ,l is a = e, a = x, a = y, a = e, . . . ,
Proof.
, a ·log 
Because of the repeating, (LJP) (G , ; x, y) = .
Proof. By our assumption, we have the sequence a = e, a = x, a = y, a = e, . . . ,
Thus it is veri ed that the sequence has period lcm , 
